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Cobra Extracts Oil Cartridge 1.1g (1,100mg) 
Cobra Extracts Vape Cartridges offer a convenient and discreet way of medicating, just attach our 
cartridge to any standard vape pen and smoke it. Unlike some other companies, we never add 
any additives or "cut" our vape cartridges with anything. Because of our unique process our vape 
cartridge oil maintains a flowing consistency, so you never have to deal with wasted medicine 
that won't wick in the cartridge. Our process ensures that every cartridge is 100% cannabis oil. 
Pure and Simple.  

   

                                 

 

Cobra ELEV8 Distillate Cartridge 1.1g (1,100mg) 
Cobra Extracts Award Winning Distillate! 2018 High Times Cannabis Cup Winner! 
Our award-winning distillate cartridges are known for their flavor and potency. First place 
winner for best vape cartridge at the 2018 High Times Cannabis Cup.  A balance of potency and 
flavor that is unparalleled. Our terpene profiles are completely proprietary and have been 
developed with consumers in mind.  These distillate cartridges are available in variety of flavors. 

 

Cobra Extracts Switch Blade Style Adjustable Voltage Battery 
Cobra Extracts has created a battery that elegantly combines both form and function, offering a 
convenient switchblade style push button retracting cartridge, preventing breaking cartridges 
while you store them in your pockets or a bag. With three different voltage settings for the most 
personalized experience! The battery also has a built in USB charger, so you never need to search 
for yours! Finally, because it looks so much like a FOB key, we added a keychain loop so you can 
always carry it with you and enjoy a vape whenever the mood strikes you. 

 

The Green Privilege Distillate Vape Cartridge 1g (1,000mg) 
90%+ THC, no PG/PEG/VG/MCT cartridges, available in Blue Dream, Tangie, Purple Punch, 
Citrus Cookies, Zkittles, Gelato, Forbidden Fruit, Sour Diesel, Green Crack, Do-Si-Dos, and SFV 
OG. Compatible with all 510 threaded batteries/pens. 

 

Stack’N Trees Vape Oil Cartridge 1g (1,000mg) 
Extracted from a variety of natural flora, STACK’N’TREES botanically derived terpenes offer 
balanced aroma and taste to deliver a consistent experience every time. Our premium quality 
concentrates uphold a high level of purity, setting the industry standard to influence and inspire 
through innovative methods. These Premium Vape Cartridges are: 1 gram, Lab Tested, 90% 
THC, Pesticide & Metal Free  
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$75/EACH 
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$50/EACH 
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Green Privilege Vape Cartridge 0.5g (500mg) 
90%+ THC, no PG/PEG/VG/MCT cartridges, available in Banana Kush, Blueberry Pancakes, 
Cherry Pie, Limoncello, Mars OG, Maui Wowie, OG Kush, Runtz, and Strawberry Shortcake. 
Compatible with all 510 threaded batteries/pens.   

 

Stack’N Trees Nug Run Crumble 1.0g 
High Quality Nug Run Crumble. Not limited to dabbing only, you can easily add it to joints, 
blunts, or spliffs, or sprinkle crumble over the top of marijuana buds in a bowl or pipe. While its 
crumbly consistency can make it harder to handle than concentrates like shatter or budder, 
crumble wax has a reputation for giving consumers an especially potent and tasty experience.  

 

Stack’N Trees Shatter 1.0g 
Stack'N Trees extracts are made with the highest-grade cannabis, sourced locally. Shatter is a 
general term used to describe extracts made with cured, dry cannabis material. The extract has a 
clear, glass-like consistency making it easy to handle. The stability of shatter is beneficial because 
it leads to an increase in shelf-life and locks in terpenes. Perfect for dabbing and vaporizing!   

 

Stack’N Trees Traditional Hash 1.0g 
Stack'N Trees Hash is made from organic kief. Our hash is only manufactured the authentic way. 
Just like how it’s made back in Morocco. Premium hash chips. Pressed kief from pesticide free, 
indoor grown flower.  

 

Hash 1.0g – The Green Privilege 
Green Privilege Premium Ice Hash 1.0g. Solvent Free. This Hash will give you a great smoke, 
without any worry about how pure the contents are.  

 
 

 $30/EACH 

 $50/EACH 

$25/EACH 

 $45/EACH 

 $30/EACH 


